
 
 

                       STARTING GAME 
 

 At map initialization, all heroes start with 0/0/1/1 stats, no secondary skills or specialty. 

 The initial hero receives at start a special bonus –disposable artifact- “Phoenix cube”  

                                                                 
 Phoenix cube: (+2000 points to secondary skills points for Economist and 1000 primary 

skills points for other hero classes), will vanish after use. 

 Not initial heroes start with 2000 secondary skills points. 

 

NOTE: if the player starts with more than one hero, the “starting hero” is the hero with the 

lowest ID. 

 

 At game start, the hero is without army and a special dialog allows to the player to hire the 

common starting creatures. After hiring this army, the dialog will close, but until then you 

can modify the quantities desired by entering values in the input box. Entering negative 

values will sell the purchased troops. 

 The hero disposes of a maximum of 5000 gold for this operation. 

 He can hire creatures from all factions available (level 1-6) but not neutrals. However, the 

type of creatures available is determined by the starting Hero class. 

 If the player refuses to hire troops, the money remains unspent and the starting movement 

points of this hero increase by 2000. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

                  Hero specializations: 

 
All heroes belong to one of the three classes. The initial class hero is determined by his/her in-

game class.  Might classes become Warrior class, Magic classes become Mage class. Any hero 

can become Economist (third class) 

Left click on the specialty icon to display specialization choices. 

                                                   +   

 
 
 WARRIOR 
 

 

 Improves Attack and Defense for 750 points 

 Improves Spell Power and  Knowledge for 1250 points 

 Improves combat skills for 900 points 

 Improves magic skills for 1300 points 

 Improves neutral skills for 1100 points 

 Specialization available parameters: Attack, Defense, Health, Speed 

 Increase the selected monster parameter by [[[Level hero] * 3] - k]%, where k = [[monster 

level] + 1] * 10 – penalty for the creature  level 

 All 1-7 level creatures, from any factions, are supported, except neutrals 

 If the hero is level 10 or higher, then bless is cast on creatures for [Hero Level]-9 turns 

     

    

 MAGE 
 

 

 Attack and Defense for 1250 points 

 Improves Spell Power and Knowledge for 750 points 

 Improves combat skills for 1300 points 

 Improves Magic skills for 900 points 

 Improves Neutral skills for 1100 points 

 Casts improved spells for twice the standard mana cost and will   inflict double damage.  

      Menu: Right click on the hero in battle   

                                                            
 Mage initiative: can cast twice every 4 battle turns. The sum of spells  level must not exceed 

5                                                                                                                                          

 Changes the astral nature of creatures in combat.  

      Activation: ALT + Left click on the target unit  



 
 

                                                 +  

 Mysticism (+5% to the effect of "Mysticism" skill for each level  gained and the ability to 

purchase mana  for [1 point for 5*SP:10]] gold) 

 

 

     Purchase menu: Left click on "Specialty icon" in the Hero screen  

                                              +  

 Sorcery (+5% to the effectiveness of the "Sorcery" skill for each additional level) 

 Intelligence (+5% to the effectiveness of the "Intelligence" skill for each additional level) 

 Magic schools:  Fire/Water/Air/ Earth 

 If the hero is specialized in any of those magic schools, he becomes expert  in this school and 

all respective spells effects will increase in battle by [Hero Level*2.5]% 

 

 

 ECONOMIST  

 

 

      Any hero can become {Economist} (third class).  

     Menu: CTRL + left click on "Specialty icon" in the Hero screen  

                                              +  
      Before you change the class the character will completely reset  

 After initialization the hero gets 1000 primary skills points and Expert "Diplomacy"                                        

 Improves primary skills for 900 points 

 Improves secondary skills for 900 points 

 Specialization: [[Hero level]: 10 * [Hero level]] % to the income of the city, where turn is 

spent.



 
 

                           Heroes parameters: 

 
 Old dialog of selecting secondary skills does not exist anymore 

 Initial random parameter is not increased by 1 

 The hero gets 1000 points of primary and secondary skills 

 There is a maximum of 27 secondary skills 

 

Scrolling secondary skills in hero screen (left click on the "arrows” icon)  

 

                                                               
 

View primary skills: Left-click on "Skill icon"  

View hidden secondary skills: Right-click on the "Experience icon" 

                                                +  

 Primary skills: Left click on "Skill icon"  

 Learn new secondary skill: Left click on "experience icon"     

                                               +   

 Secondary skill Improvement: Left click on the desired “Skill icon” 

 A special menu of skill (if any): SHIFT + left click on "Skill Icon" 

                                             +  
 To forget a skill: ALT + Left click on "Skill Icon" 

                                                +  
 Reset Hero: Left click on the appropriate button in Hero screen.   

                                               +  

 

"Reset" - the value of secondary and primary skills is equivalent to the value when restarting the 

map 

 

NOTE: All key combinations can be only used in "Hero screen". 

 

 

                                         

 



 
 

                                   Secondary skills: 

 

 

 

 Scouting: 
 

 +1/3/5 to the hero’s view radius, view neutral armies exact quantity within 3/6/9 squares radius, 

allows training units to Ace level for 50/45/40% of the cost, gives the adventure map spells 

(view earth/air)  (SHIFT + left click on skill in the hero-screen). 

                                            +  
Advanced: 1 reserve slot, can change the henchman without loss of experience. 

Expert:  3 reserve slots, can escape to the tavern without troops (CTRL + Left click on the hero 

mini-portrait). 

                                    + +  
 

 

 Diplomacy. -20/40/60% purchase price, -10/20/40% to the hero’s army salary. 

 

 Inspiration.   
 

Increases life, attack, defense, speed of the selected unit by 7/14/21%. 

Advanced: bless for 99  turns. 

Expert: bless for 99 turns + cure + expert bloodlust (3 turns). 

NOTE: Cure removes only negative spells – Health stays same 

 

 Luck. 
 

+1/2/3 chance that a place of good fortune appears on the adventure map (random day) 

 

                                                              
 

 Ballistic. 
 

Control of the catapult, 1/2/2 shots, more damage to the walls, "Earthquake" causes [Level: 10 + 

1] * [Hero Level] * [03/06/10] damage to the defenders. 

Purchase ammunition supply for 500 gold  (Shift + Left click on the skill in the Hero screen). 

             +  
 

 



 
 

 Estates. Gives [Level: 10 + 1] * Level * [8/16/25] gold per day. 

 

 Artillery.  

 

Control of the ballista and towers, 50/75/100% chance of 2x damage, 1/2/2 shots/battle turn, 

increases the ballista combat options. 

Purchase ballista for 3000 gold (Shift + Left click on the skill in Hero-screen). 

                                      +  
Expert: the ballista has antimagic for 99 turns 

 

 Learning.  

+5/10/15% more experience, +100/200/300 per day regardless the level of skill, +25/50/75 

primary skill points at level up. 

 

 Resistance.  

-10/20/30% damage from enemy magic. 

 

 Healing.  

Control of the tent, the tent heals and resurrects.  

Healing Power: [33/66/100] * [Level hero] + 200. 

Purchase of tents for 1,000 gold (Shift + Left click on the skill in the Hero screen). 

                                      +  
Expert: the tent has antimagic for 99 turns 

 

 Necromancy.  

In battle, can  raise from dead enemy corpses into any undead creature. 

Allows  the use of   Black Magic. 

 

 

 Black Magic 

 
Basic level: allows to use Blood Strike in battle. 

Blood Strike inflicts [Blood mana amount spent] * 10 damage to the targeted unit 

 

Advanced level: allows  to use Curse of Doom in battle. 

Cost of Curse of Doom: 100 blood mana. Effect: The HP and defense parameters of this enemy 

stack are halved until the end of the battle, and the targeted unit is slowed/cursed for 99 turns. 

The curse can be applied more than once (the parameters cannot be lower than 1) 

 

Expert level:  allows  to use Dark Mark on the adventure map. 

It will mark the place where currently your hero is and will instantly teleport at that point any of 

your heros, at any time and without spending any movement points. 

The new mark will replace any existing one. The cost of Placing/Teleport: 100 blood mana. 

Call menu: Right click the button "Next hero" 



 
 

                                     NECROMANCY: 

 
• Necromancy: {only necromancers can study the skill (learning and improving the skill cost = 

750 points) 
• Only Mages and Necromancers can use astral magic 

• Inspiration does not work on undead and cannot be learned by necromancers 

• The henchman becomes undead in battle no matter whether they were alive or undead 

• Raise skeletons from dead creatures  

• Improved skeleton  

• Necromancers automatically receive the spell "Raise Undead" at 10th level 

• Necromancers above level 9 can learn "Raise Undead" ALT + left click on the specialization 

icon (Hero screen) 

          + +  
• All Necromancers have the ability to perform rituals and get Blood mana. 

Blood mana growth per day is [[Hero level]: 10] + 1] * [Hero level] + N, where: 

N is the amount of Dark Magic bonuses from the artefacts which affect the Dark Magic. 

The hero can collect up to Mana blood x3, where x = daily growth. 

 

Shift + Left click on the skill in Hero screen to bring a special menu then select the type of 

undead creature to raise.  

 

          + +  

Hero obtains up to [7 : N * [hero level]] necromancy points, where N = 3/2/1, depending on the 

skill level (basic/advanced/expert). One creature to raise requires the same number of points as 

it’s  health. 

The total number of raised creatures will not exceed the amount of dead corpses. The remaining 

points are saved between battles.  

The "Cloak of the Undead King" doubles the necromancy points obtained after the battle. 

 

 

 

    

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    



 
 

     MAGIC SCHOOLS MODIFICATIONS: 
 

 

Air Magic 

{•} Precision is now level 1 spell 

{•} Haste cost without the skill is now 7 mana  

{•} Air Shield is now level 1 spell 

{•} Hypnotize is twice stronger SP * 50 + [10/40/100]  

{•} Disrupting Ray lowers creatures defense by 5/7/10  

{•} Counterstrike is now third level spell 

{•} Destroy Undead damage is equal to the SP * 16 

 

 

Earth Magic 

{•} Slow is now level 2 spell and without the skill costs 7 mana 

{•} Quicksand is now level 1 spell 

{•} Raise Undead is now level 4 spell 

{•} Resurrection will never appear in Necropolis mage guild 

{•} Implosion damage is equal to SP * 60 + [75/150/225] 

{•} Meteor shower damage is equal to SP * 13 

{•} Without the skill, Earthquake cost is 12 mana, and in addition to the standard action, will 

deal damage to all the defenders (see "Ballistics" skill) 

 

Fire Magic 

{•} Land mine is now 2nd level spell 

{•} Misfortune is now 2nd level spell 

{•} Frenzy is now 3rd level spell 

{•} Fireball damage is now equal to SP * 15 + [bonus] 

{•} Inferno damage is now SP * 20 + [bonus] 

{•} Slayer is now 3rd level spell, and will never appear in mage guilds  

{•} Armageddon is 5th level spell, its damage is equal to SP * 40 + [30/60/120], can appear in 

Tower and Rampart and its cost is raised to 1000 mana 

 

Water Magic 

{•} Weakness is now 1st level spell 

{•} Cure is now 2nd level spell, costs 10 mana and its effect increases to 10 + SP * [10/30/50] 

{•} Removing obstacle is now 1st level spell 

{•} Frost Ring costs 15 mana and its damage is equal to SP * 15 + [bonus] 

{•} Summon Boat has always a 100% chance to occur, no matter the skill level. 

 

Any modifications to the spells were carried from TE to Phoenix-Mod, with a few changes. 

Summon Elementals spell has been weakened. Now the number of elementals summoned is 

equal to SP * [skill level] 

Town portal belongs now to Fire magic school and  takes away all the remaining  movement 

points when casted. 

Chaos Portal (an advanced version of Town Portal) brings the hero to the city, even if not 

enough movement points. 

Conditions are similar to town portal, however, the spell will absorb all hero’s mana. You can 

only use it once a day. 

The minimum cost of the spell - 50 mana. 

Call menu: Right click the button "cast spell" in adventure map screen. 

 



 
 

Antimagic is now common spell and present in all schools of magic 

Spells "View Earth”, ”View Air", "Disguise", "Vision", "Summon Boat " and "Scuttle boat" 

were removed from the Mages Guilds. They can be learn through Scouting, Scholar and Eagle 

Eye skills (except for the first 3). 

The spells "Mirth" and "Sorrow" became worthless, and were removed from Mage guilds. 

The Aurora Borealis does not give anymore all spells. 

Because of limited additional backpack slots, now the Hero has the ability of ”writing” spells 

from scrolls to his spell book. The scroll will be lost, but the spell will stay in spell book. 

Call the action: Hold the scroll and click on the spell book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

                        INTERFACE / TWEAKS 
 

 

 

 

{•} Removed new day/week/month music 

{•} Removed sound when using any of the monoliths 

{•} Removed buildings sound in the city 

{•} Removed battle introduction music 

{•} Faster animation in battle 

{•} Removed sounds of land mine/quicksand 

{•} Reduced the following sounds: 

  {-} Poisoning (Wyverns-Monarchs) 

  {-} Blood drain (Vampires Lords) 

  {-} Mana drain (Wraiths) 

  {-} Death blow (Death Knight) 

  {-} Attack, Protection (Psychic Elemental) 

  {-} Attack, Protection (Magic Elementals) 

  {-} Ranged attack (Elemental Storm) 

{•} Change Hero portrait: Left Click on the portrait 

        +  
 

{•} Enter manually the name of the portrait pcx: ALT + Left Click 

 

            +  
{•} Change Hero sex: CTRL + ALT + Left Click 

 

{•} Reset to the standard portrait/sex of the hero: CTRL + Left Click 

                                                     +  

{•} Reset to the original Hero name: SHIFT + Left Click 

                                                    +  

{•} View of the primary stats with artifacts and without, as well as the possibility to set safe 

values of primary parameters: CTRL + SHIFT + Left click 

                                          + +  

 

NOTE: All hot-keys will be relative to the hero portrait icon in the hero screen 

 



 
 

 

 

 

{•} Implemented quick save button F5. Generated save file name: Quick 

 

                                                      
 

{•} Implemented intelligent auto-save. Generated save file name:  

“DayofWeek”_End  

{•} Save button S now instantly saves the game. Generated save file name: “DayofWeek”  

{•} in game mode "Hotseat", player color was added to the saved template. 

{•} Implemented final save when you exit the game through ESC key. The player will be asked 

only once to specify the saved file name (may be left empty). 

NOTE: saving through hot-keys does not work when displaying any of the game dialogs. 

 

 

*********************************************************************** 

 

 

When dealing with Hero army stacks (hero screen), several quick operations are now available, 

therefore the player will not lose his time to repeat same manipulations. Available operations: 

 

{•} Fill all free slots with single creatures from this stack 

{•} Combine all the same type creatures in one stack 

{•} Split same creature type in equal stacks among every free slot  

{•} Downgrade creature 

{•} Separate 1 single creature from a stack in a free slot 

{•} View creature hometown (if "Chaos Towns" option enabled) 

{•} Train to “ACE” level (if “Scouting” skill is present) 

{•} Turn into skeletons (active only for necromancers) 

{•} Upgrade skeletons (active only for necromancers) 

 

Setting for the desired action is possible for two types of units: 

{•} Action for the stack with number of creatures greater than one 

{•} Action for one single creature stack 

 

Actions settings menu: Right click on the icon "Set army combat formation". 

 

                                                 +  

 

Activation of setup action: ALT + Left click on the stack in hero screen 

 

            +  

 

 



 
 

 

 

Available action on the stack: CTRL + ALT + Left click on the stack when in Hero screen. 

 

                                           + +  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

                        CITY INTERFACE 

 

 
 Exchange of spells between heros within a town screen. 

 ALT + left click on the Scholar icon in Hero screen 

            +   

 Exchange of artefacts between heros within town screen 

ALT + left click on the artifact (backpack) in hero meeting screen 

 

 View improved creatures screen (available when option “Chaos Town” is enabled) 

Right click on the “town hall” in town screen 

            +  

 

 

 Dismiss all recruits from a town (click on Town Hall). To dismiss recruits from ALL towns: 

CTR + ALT + left click on Town Hall. 

    +  + +  

 

 All war machines can be bought at any blacksmith 

 Quick commands on city garrisons units (when no hero): CTRL + ALT + left click on the 

stack: 

{•} Only one creature is separated from the stack (one for each free slot) 

{•} Combine all the monsters of that type in one stack 

{•} Divide this stack equally in all free slots  

{•} Downgrade stack 

{•} Separate 1 creature in a free slot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

                                      A.I. 
 

 Three difficulty levels control the enhanced AI player:  

 

Beginner 

Veteran 

 Elite 

 

 AI will receive resources and gold bonuses each day (66/132/198). Moreover, the quantity of 

gold AI receives will never fall below the threshold [6666 + 33 * day] * [1/2/3] at each day 

start. 

 AI heroes help each other and operate on the principle ”one for all, all for one”. Every week, 

AI heroes will teach each other studied spells. Stronger heroes will improve the stats of 

weaker heroes. Besides this all AI heroes start with all 27 skills (except necromancy). 

 At start, AI heroes will receive spells whose level depends of the selected difficulty (1/2/3). 

For example, if a player selected  ”Elite”, AI heroes will get level 1-3 spells.  

 AI never pays salaries for any of his troops, towns of garrisons. 

 Every week AI towns receive extra population of 36/22/12/8/6/4/2 upgraded creatures * 

[33/66/100%] depending on phoenix difficulty level (even if necessary dwellings are not 

built). Those creatures cost is the same as for standard ones. 

 For AI heroes, Necromancy skill works as in SOD. 

 AI thinking radius was increased 8 times, to match “Shadow of Death”’s AI. 

 When an AI hero attacks another AI Capital, he will not fight with the Defender. 

 Places of Fortune are not generated for AI heroes, even if they have “Luck” skill. 

 AI’s henchman is always selected from the first army slot. 

 If an AI hero enters a battle without any creature, he will not receive a rogue. 

 All Phoenix-Mod “click” options are not available to AI players. 

Note: AI heroes can use Inspiration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

                                 BLOCK MAGIC 

 

 

                                             
 
As you know, in the beginning of the battle AI often uses the "Hit&Run" feature, i.e. cast a 

damage spell on you then quickly runs away. This option is meant to somehow neutralize the 

system of calculating the damage. The player will now be able to choose whether such attempts 

will be blocked or not.  
 

This option works globally – applies to all heros when set 

{•} enabled 

{•} disabled 

 

While the status of the option is not set-up, the player will be given a dialog where he will have 

to decide his choice in this regard. 

If the option is "enabled", and AI casts a damage spell against you, you will be able to block the 

spell depending the spell strength and the overall magic strength of the hero. 

 

{[Spell power]} = [Mana cost] * [Casting hero spell power] * 2, where 

2 is a calculating coefficient. 

{[Block Power]} = [Defender mana] * [Defender spell power] 

 

In order to be able to « block » the spell (defender hero), "The block power" must be greater than 

"the power of the spell". In such case, the hero will spend [Power of spell]:[Defender spell 

power] mana. If he does not have enough "Block Power", the spell is casted (as if the option was 

disabled). 

Thus, the significance of the value of heroes mana unwittingly becomes higher, hence the 

importance of adventure map objects increasing the amount of mana for the hero. 

 

 Example: 

 

"Lightning Bolt" is cast (Mana=10). Caster hero SP = 8. Then, spell power = 10 * 8 * 2 = 160. 

We have SP = 5. We have to spend in for blocking the spell 160: 5 = 32 mana. 

Here, the ability to block will be determined by the amount of defender’s mana. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

                                           CHAOS TOWNS 

 
 

Are you tired of the standard towns? 

Do you want something new? 

Do you want to try different combinations of creatures? 

Do you want to develop a combat strategy under any conditions? 

 

If   YES, this option is for you. 

If   NO, it is OK since this is a Phoenix-Mod option which can be disabled. 

 

Within this option, creatures from different factions can mix. No matter how creatures are mixed 

up, all Necropolis new selected creatures become undead, and all others are alive (ie zombies 

were affiliated to Castle). Whenever you start a map, you will meet an infinite variety of 

creatures combinations in towns 

. This option does not affect Conflux faction, where everything remains as before. 

 

The purpose of this option is that all neutrals on adventure map now will consist of different 

mixtures of creatures. Their quantity is defined by the difficulty level selected (3/5/7). 

 

They can be viewed by regular right-click, and the “visions” spell does not work. 

 

When the hero wins a battle vs those neutrals, there is a chance that they will drop an artifact. 

The artifact is determined at map initialization. 

 

The neutrals triggered by the “monster week” will also be mixed, but without an artifact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

                                DEFENDERS 

 

                          
It has been a wonderful time when our ships scoured the Universe, and our heroes could take 

away any of the AI players without much effort. From now, powerful heroes –DEFENDERS- 

are protecting their starting town (Capital) 

 

                                                 
 

What is a defender? An invisible and powerful hero which will attack any hero adventuring 

through the capital garrison. 

 

The Defender army depends of the map size, if there is an underground, and of the selected 

difficulty level. The experience of his army is related to the map size (3/5/7/10). His army will 

grow every week. 

 

The Defender  primary skills will depend of the map size (5/10/15/20) and his level will be 

2*[5/10/15/20]. He knows all combat spells (except Titans Thunder which is available only at 

Elite level),  has  all secondary  skills  at expert level, owns all war machines and always starts 

battle with full mana. 

 

The defender will never surrender or fly the battle. 

If you lose the battle vs the Defender, his army remains at same size and composition as at the 

end of the battle and his war machines will be repaired. 

 

If you managed to overwhelm the defender, don't think this was the last problem with the 

enemy's capital.  If the owner of the capital captures it again from  you, the defender will 

reborn..., a new Defender will born on the 7th day of the week, and his army will grow twice 

faster until it reaches similar values as the other defenders on the map. 

 

The human players Capitals are also guarded. They have their own garrison upgraded troops. 

The quantity of creatures in this garrison are as follow (levels of creatures): 

                                                

                                                      108/66/36/24/18/12/6. 

 

The garrison troops cannot be managed (you can’t take troops from or add to) and they do not 

require paying a salary. 

 

The garrison troops are not replenished after casualties (complete or partial). However, at the 

beginning of each month, troops are increased by one full increment of the capital population. 



 
 

 

                                  IN  BATTLE 
 

 

                                                           

In battle, the hero can increase (once per battle) the life, attack, defense and speed of any friendly 

unit (except undead), using Inspiration as well as applied (i.e. standard) morale bonuses. 

 Skill bonus is calculated as [7% of the parameter] * [Skill level] 

 Morale bonus is calculated as [3.5% of the parameter] * [morale] 

 

When calculating the morale bonus, it includes: 

 artifacts bonuses 

 time bonus from adventure map objects 

 the special morale effects coming from creatures giving them 

 

View list of morale bonuses: Right click the appropriate button on additional panel(Right click 

on the hero). 

 

Activation in battle: Left click on the appropriate button in additional  panel (Right click on the 

hero to open additional panel). 

                                                      +   

"Spirit of Oppression" blocks the ability of inspiration in the battle for both sides. 

 

 Auto-battle for one stack only. 

 

Often, there are types of creatures in the army who can easily deal with enemies, and we need 

others to stay safe behind. This option will make the selected stack to go and fight, while the 

others stay safe behind. 

Menu activation: Right click on the “Auto-battle” button in the battle screen. 

              +  

NOTE: Once the orders were given, you can’t reset them (all the creatures excluded from battle 

will have zero speed). 

 

 In battle mode, the player has the opportunity to finish the fight instantly, depending of the 

conditions (shackles of war, city siege): 

o Play battle 

o Exit the game (lose) 

 Activation: left click on the relevant button in battle screen. 

 

              +  

 The type of attack of the stack can be chosen (melee/ranged) in any battle. Call the option 

menu: CTRL + left click on the stack in battle 



 
 

 if the Ballista is set to “melee” attack, it will stop to shoot only in the current battle turn. 

 

 There is an additional menu from which the player can gather information about the creature 

stacks: 

 

{-} The total HP of an enemy stack 

{-} Number of killed creatures in hero’s stack 

{-} Belongs to Undead order (if “Chaos Towns” option was activated) 

{-} If the stack has already retaliated or not 

{-} If the stack is in defense mode 

{-} View all active applied spells and their duration 

Call menu: SHIFT + left click on the stack 

 

 Astral magic was introduced to create some parity between mages and mages-necromancers. 

It allows “alive” mages to change monster’s astral essence. To use this magic, the hero must 

be level 10 or higher. Astral magic does not require mana, however, the casting turn is spent. 

     Astral magic is blocked by: 

{-} Orb of prohibition 

{-} Antimagic garrison 

{-} Expert antimagic applied on a stack 

 

When you press ALT + left click on any stack in combat, except war machines, a menu will 

appear: 

{•} stack cannot shoot 

{•} stack - alive 

{•} stack - undead 

{•} stack – elementals 

 

 In addition to implementing new buttons on the battle main panel, Phoenix-Mod has 

implemented an additional game panel, which includes: 

{•} "Inspiration" button 

{•} "Death Hand" 

{•} "Select the type of attack for Chaos Heroes" 

{•} “Empowered spells" 

{•} “Magic block” 

{•} “Magic keys” (0-9 keys can be assigned to quick spells) 

Activation of the panel: Right click on the hero sprite in the battle screen. 

 

                          
 

 View first aid tents health without using the mouse, is now possible. 

Dialog call: the [~] (tilde) on your keyboard. (% key on some keyboards) 

 

 In battle, the player can cast spells without opening the spellbook.  

Click on one of the ten customizable hot-keys. 

Keys being used {1} {2} {3} {4} {5} {6} {7} {8} {9}, {0} (above alphabet keys). 

 

 Keys menu setup: 

1. Click on the button on the additional toolbar. In battle, right click on the hero to call this 

toolbar.  



 
 

{2.} Press the specified key (if not setup yet-choose a spell) 

 

Setup is possible only for mass-spell at expert level. 

Exceptions: "Forgetfulness",  "Misfortune" and "Dispel". 

 

NOTE: 

• If a player casts a mass spell and there is no single target for it (including war machines), he 

will still spend mana and lose the ability to cast in this round. 

• If the hero has not expertise of this spell, the spell will be cast at current magic school level this 

hero has. However, there are situations when the hero casts the selected spell, but it will not be 

able to apply to the targeted stack, because its immunity! Despite this, the spell will be cast and 

mana spent, and in same time resistance animation is played and no damage is done (Dwarfs for 

example). 

 

                         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

                                BEFORE BATTLE 

 
 

 Enable/Disable tactics vs neutrals  

     Menu: right click on “tactics” button 

           +  

 

 Possibility to turn on smart quick battle when neutrals power is calculated and compared to 

the limit set by a player. If the power is less than the limit, then quick battle occurs instead of 

manual fight. 

      The limit value higher than 100,000 is considered as infinity. 

      Menu: left click on “quick-battle” settings 

           +   

 

 When a hero is defeated, all his skills and stats are reset to zero, and all artifacts are either 

removed or transferred to the enemy hero (if any). 

 

 All not first level heroes without owner are checked daily and, if found, they are “marked”. If 

an hero is already “marked”, his stats and skills are reset. If the hero is “marked” but was 

recently hired, the “mark” is removed.   

 

 If the hero has no army at all (including commander or henchman), he will get a rogue in his 

first slot at battle start. 

      NOTE: if battle is won, the rogue will stay in the army. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

                            MISCELLANEOUS 
 

 

Death Hand is an unique Phoenix-Mod artefact which metamorphoses from version to version. 

Many players-as well as the author- can’t even imagine the game-play without this artifact. How 

this artifact is unique? 

 

Firstly, it cannot be found on the adventure map. Secondly, this artifact can only be activated 

from Hero screen, if AI gets the artifact, it will not be able to use it. 

 

Purchase menu: left click on the appropriate button in Hero screen.  

 

             +   

 

Artefact  price – 10000 gold when first bought, will increase by 5000 gold at next purchase by 

any of the player heroes. 

 

Can be activated once/battle via the corresponding button in the additional toolbar (left click on 

Hero). It allows to destroy (N:10 +1) any living (not undead) enemy creatures. 

The N parameter is the higher primary skill of the hero. The artifact can even be used in the 

tactical phase of the battle. 

 

This artifact cannot be used when fighting in Phoenix-Mod special places of good fortune. 

 

The hero has a new option - Reserve slots. (see Skill "Scouting") 

This option allows the hero to have three additional reserve slots, along with the regular 7 slots 

of the main army. 

                                                      
Reserve slots do not participate in battles. 

When defeated of clicked “escape” the reserve stacks are lost. If the hero surrenders to the 

enemy hero, he will be asked to buy out his troops from the reserve at half price. 

If the hero lose the "Scouting" skill, then the available troops in the reserve are lost. 

 

Menu reserve slots: Left click on the button "reserve" 

 

 

 All creatures require a salary, which is equal to 1/2/4% of the total cost of creatures, heroes 

and town garrisons. 

 Diplomacy skill, as well as “diplomacy” artifacts, will reduce the amount of salaries. 

 Monsters left in mines and stand-alone objects (garrison) do not require a salary. 

 Gold may go into negative. However, when your treasury reaches -50 000 gold all creatures 

from your army and town garrisons will desert and the amount of gold in the treasury 

becomes -45 000. 

 

 Mines are now exhaustible, after a certain amount of production days. 



 
 

Number of days = 28 x [3/2/1]. (Phoenix mod difficulty levels) 

 

 If you select "Impossible" difficulty (200%) (when choosing a map), the player gets an extra 

10 wood and 10 ore as minimum resources for any map. 

 The gold not spent on starting army (5000 gold) will be added to your treasury. 

 The player will be given the opportunity to sell from backpack his unwanted artifacts. The 

cost of the artifact (except for Scrolls) is equal to 20% of the nominal value. The cost of the 

Spell Scrolls is calculated by the formula: [100 * spell level]. 

Activation options: CTRL + Left click on the artifact from backpack. 

 

          + +  

 

 

 There are the following methods for obtaining information about the economic aspects of 

the player: 

  {-} View the salaries of individual heroes creature stacks: Left click on the appropriate button 

in hero screen. 

             +  

  {-} View the budget and expenses on the army: Left click on the appropriate button in 

adventure map screen 

 

             +  

  {-} Income of the heroes: Right click the button "Budget" in adventure map screen 

 

             +  

 The structure "Ballista Yard" (Stronghold)  provides ballista to your heroes for half price. 

 

 All creatures health was increased 1,5 times. This was mostly introduced as a balance 

factor against shooters, ballista, magical damage as well as adding to the battle an 

increased tactical level, rather than ”hack and slash”. 

     An unified experience system was introduced: 

 

    + 3% of life at each additional rank 

    + 3% min. and max. damage at each additional rank 

    + 10% shoots at each additional rank + The speed bonus depends on the creature level and at          

10th rank is equal to (1/1/1/2/2/2/3) 

 All monsters in the buildup only increased their primary parameters  (or shoots number), but 

did not receive any additional skill in order to preserve the game previous balance, as well as 

their unique abilities . 



 
 

 The former Pitlords [Inferno] are now called Chaos Lords. The Chaos Lords can use two 

types of attack, controlled by the player. Menu: right click on the hero in battle. 

The first type of attack: standard physical. 

The second type of attack: Matter destruction. 

The matter destruction acts as a ranged attack within their range of melee attack (equal to their 

current speed), and will damage following the usual formula (it depends not on the hero attack, 

but on his spell power). In addition, each attack will be followed by a destructive  ray which will 

lower  the target defense by  10. 

The minimum/maximum damage of Chaos Lords is 15. Also, the Chaos Lords ignore the 

obstacles (fly) 

 Wolf Riders and Riders (Stronghold) are replaced by Wolves and Raged Wolves. Their stats 

remain the same, but in addition, both have unique abilities. The Wolf attack will increase by 

2 after each strike and the Furious Wolf will receive an additional +1 to this bonus.  

 Archangels and Chaos Lords can now use their magical ability twice per battle. 

This is due to the creatures life bonus, and thus a weakening of those skills effects. 

 Efreets (Inferno) have infinite retaliations and their fire shield will inflict back 30% of the 

damage received with each retaliation. 

 Magog (Inferno) fireball will not damage friendly creatures.  

NOTE: 

{•} will kill Clones 

{•} will remove Blind/Stone/Paralysis on friendly forces. 

 The minimum and maximum damage of Vampire Lords (Necropolis) is set to 5. 

They also lost 33% of life. 

They have a  25% penalty when raised by Necromancy skill. 

 Removed Azure Dragon immunity to friendly spells 

 Dracoliches no longer block attacks, but have 10 shoots and inflict always maximum 

damage. 

 Ghosts (WoG -native) now belong to the astral beings class (as in the original WoG), and 

demand salaries. 

 The Gorynych  is now alive . 

 Swordsmen and the Crusaders (Castle) got a new look. 

Changes are purely visual and do not affect anything else. 

 The ability of Dungeon and Inferno commanders was deactivated. The ability of Stronghold 

Commander was modified (the number of war machines bonus is always 1). 

NOTE: Commanders and henchmen are no longer an integral part of the PM and their use is not 

recommended (to avoid possible errors). 

 Ballista parameters are as follow: 

{-} Attack [Attack of the hero] + 10 

{-} Defense [Defense of the hero] + 14 

{-} Damage [5 * [Hero Level] * ["Artillery" skill level]: 3] + [[Attack of the hero] * 2] * 1.5 

{-} Health: [40 * [Hero Level] * [["Artillery" skill level]: 3] + 200 

{-} Speed: [Hero Level]: 4 

 The basic health of the first aid tent is 200. 

At battle start, the health is setup at the rate of [33/66/100] * [Hero Level] + 200, regardless the 

"Healing” level. 

The first aid tent will cure by giving their health and adding it to the friendly target. When the 

tent health drops to 1, its action becomes the standard (25/50/100 cure). 

 The min/max damage for towers is calculated as follows: [2..3] * [number of units of the 

tower]-k, where 

k –  possible penalty because of the attacker's Armorer secondary skill and if target has air shield 

on 



 
 

 

 The damage inflicted by moats and towers was increased 4 times.  

 The combat value of the sorceress was raised to the level of War Zealots. 

 Gnoll Marauders, (Fortress) have the "first hit" ability 

 Players can live without a town indefinitely. 

 Heroes can walk without army, and give the last single creature. 

NOTE: 

{•} The transfer of the last unit when in city/garrison/mine is only possible in an empty slot. 

{•} The experience and artifacts of the last unit are lost in transfer. 

 When enemy hero attacks a town where there is only  an hero without army, the battle will 

occur under Phoenix Mod usual settings. 

 

 Places of good fortune. 

Each week, on a random day, a strange looking object will appear next to the hero (if he has 

Luck skill), and if  there is an empty cell around 

 His parameters are generated by one of the 6 random scenarios: 

{•} Dungeon of the Demons (boss - Magog) 

{•} Cursed Mine (boss – Medusa Queen) 

{•} The Lost Paradise (Boss - Zealot) 

{•} Strange Forest (Boss – Gran Elf) 

{•} Astral hole (Boss - Archmage) 

{•} Island (Boss – Ice Elemental) 

Each of these scenarios involves a fight with a group of creatures and their boss in a special 

location, followed by a reward. The value of prizes depends on the Luck skill level and the 

strength of monsters - the current day (longer the game, more powerful they are). 

The object disappears the next day, if not visited. Extraneous characters will not find this object. 

 

 The troops left in  mines (except abandoned) by the player, will desert on the next turn. 

 View your bonus (gold,  resource, spell, skill, experience and artifact) when right-clicking on 

the object. 

 Ability to know what the character (name, class) is imprisoned by right-clicking on it. 

 The player can dismiss from owned creatures dwelling. Activation: CTRL + left-click on the 

dwelling. 

 Ability to view number of neutrals guarding creature banks/dwellings when right-clicking 

on. 

 Having rogues in your army allows to see the number of neutral armies and neutrals guarding 

creature banks/dwellings in a radius of  9 cells around the hero. 

 

If you have "Inspiration" skill or positive morale, the hero can increase (once) the HP, attack, 

defense or speed of the selected unit and, with sufficient skill level, apply an additional bless, 

cure and bloodlust. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


